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• Program Relevance of Workshop
'b
Provide generic understanding of the sources of stress,
deformation and structural characteristics occurring
during the growth of silicon ribbon
Technical value:
Encourage interaction among researchers studying sources
and effects of deformation and
structure during growth of silicon ribbon
Previous meetings:
= November 8-9, 1983, Mobil Solar Energy Corp.
January 10-10, 1984 Westinghouse Electric Corp.
" "t
W_dnesday23. January 1985 *
8:30 AM Opening - M. Leipold
8:45 Stress/StrainModeling - O. Dillon, University of Kentucky
: 9:30 OefectMappingin SiliconSheet - R. De Anoelis,University
: of Kentucky
10:15 Coffeebreak
_'_ 10:30 Failure Analysisof SiliconSheet - T. O'Oonnell.JPL
" 11:15 Silicon Materials Tests - W. Phillips,JPL
12:00 Noon Lunch
2:00 Stress/StrainAnalysisProgram - R. Seidensticker,
tk'eatinohouoe
2:45 Coffeebreak
3:00 LateralTemperatureModelingof Web - R. Sekerka,Carrlegie.
Mellon Institute
3:45 Plastic Deformationin WebMaterial - I. Cheng,JPL
' Thursday24. January 1985
0:45 AM Stress/StrainAnalysis - J. Kalejs, Mobil Solar
9:30 Heat Flow Model - R. Brown,MIT
10:15 JPL Stress/StrainProgram - B. Wade, JPL
12:00 Noon Lunch























• Specific buckling mode not easily predictable
• Reasonable agreement
• Theory -- experiment




:- ADVANCED SILICON SHEET
Plastic Buckling
• Analytical development proceeding ,_,
• Limitations
' • Range of analysis limited




• Experimental confirmation not available
. Plastic In-Plane Deformation ,
t
; • Analytical development proceeding;
• Limitations
: • Thermal profile very poorly known
• Limited distance
• Mechanical work _, _',





• Progress commues for models to describe mechanical aspects
!_ of ribbon growth, but answer not yet at hand
_, • Comparison and integration of various approaches under way
._ • Experimental confirmation of many elements not yet begun
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